Rental policy

Rental policy
Purpose
The purpose of this policy is to support and give guidance to the rental manager in that persons tasks.

Definitions and limitations
Sexa
As a sexa, parties that the Nation holds for the active members of the Nation (such as on the cleaning
days, after the Landskap and for staff parties) as well as Kuratorskonventet’s parties (such as curators
dinners and convent dinners), shall be counted. A civilian can not host a sexa.
Rentals
Rentals are all parties that are not arranged by the Nation or the Kuratorskonvent.

Areas of responsibilities
The rental manager is responsible for the rentals as well as deciding on prices for them. The Third
curator is responsible for sexor and the pricing for them. In the case of the rental manager arranges their
own or a close relatives rental, the Third curator shall be responsible for the pricing.

Pricing
The rental manager decides what prices to take for rentals in consultation with the Third curator and the
Kitchen master. Discounts should be given as restrictive as possible since the Nation already have a
comparatively low cost for rentals. Discounts are given in consultation with the Second and Third
curator.

Who can rent?
Parties with academic ties can rent the Nation for parties with alcohol. Apart from this, disputation
parties, institution dinners as well as the University’s representative dinners can be arranged as a rental
at the Nation. Parties or persons that rent the Nation can be forbidden to do so again if they don’t act
according to the Nation’s rules.
Individual members of the Nation can rent the Nation for private occasions such as birthdays. A
prerequisite for this is that the main part of the guests have a Nation card. Engaged and previously
engaged members have the possibility to celebrate private occasions with family and close friends. The
person shall have or have had a strong connection to the Nation, such as have been a full timer or other
important contributions to the Nation. A senior get to rent the Nation for private occasions without
being a paying member of the Nation.
At rentals without alcohol, it is not necessary to demand that the main part of the guests have a Nation
card.
The rental manager in consultation with the Nation’s full timers decides when a potential conflict of
interpretation arises regarding these rules.
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